
Q9. Do you have any suggestions or comments about an online event, and what 
would make you likely to attend? 
 
l As 3.11 falls on a workday, it would be helpful if the event were held later i the evening so I 

can watch it live. I realize this would prevent the event from happening at the time of the 

tsunami, which could be upsetting for many people who lost family and friends. 

l Fukushima in the world e.g. Fukushima garden in London 

l Guest who can answer audience questions about the accident and recovery, how Japan is 

ensuring it doesn’t happen again. 

l If it held globally, time is the concern. 

l Attend as have relatives still living in Fukushima, interest as a member of the Honolulu 

Fukushima Kenjinkai. 

l Life of the locals after the incident as well as if it is possible for us to revisit some damaged 

sites for educational purpose 

l Talking to people who are still living in temporary houses. 

l I would like to know about future measures for treated water containing radiation. 

l i would like to see beautiful landscape and people's life. I would like to know how people 

are attached to their homeland. 

l Good co-ordination of the visual platform , with opportunities to contribute to discussion on 

topics , presented by people form the area, and including young people. It would be good to 

build on previous exchanges of school students with an event (s) where they can shape 

their own futures. 

l An art show? pictures from the mountains? 

l I would like to visit Goshikinuma area again when I have opportunity to visit Japan, 

therefore you may introduce us tourist hotpots and accommodations. 

l What are the plans for the future and when is the effected area expected to fully recover? 

l It's been 10years since the accident. The information of people who are still fighting for the 

life and how the nuclear pollution is tried to be under control, those information upload on 

youtube or facebook.  

l It would be good to have a mix of interactive as well as non-interactive elements 

l because of the current situation with the pandemic and everyone will probably still be 

restricted to interacting with others online, so some interactive element with audience 

would be nice 



l I think a lot of people will have or already have some sort of zoom fatigue after months of 

being restricted at home, so it would be nice to spread the heavy topic about the accident 

or incident with lighter content in between 

l As I live in a different country, I hope there is a recording of the events that we could visit 

at any other times. 

l How we can help as foreign consumers? 

l That it was honest. Hearing from people who live there, doctors and local government. 

Not companies. 

l Engagement activities, a raffle is a good idea 

l I would definitely attend. I visited Fukushima as part of the education exchange with 

Nishimoto-san and Hanoaka-san and it was life-changing. I would like to see what the 

young people we met are doing. I will never forget visiting the High School, nor the 

primary school. 

l  


